A Special

Feng Shui Report
from Lillian Too …

Feel Sexier, Happier and More Loving
When You Use Feng Shui!
Bad marriage causes husbands to stray, wives to find lovers, your sex life to be less than perfect and
communications to be poor… just about everything you could think of and more… going wrong with
a marriage. And for singles bad feng shui makes it very hard – in fact, almost impossible – to get
married, relationships dissolve for no apparent reason, and it’s often hard to find anyone to date!
Can Feng Shui, a thousand year old science really spice up your love life and jazz up your marriage?
Better yet, can it help you find the man (or woman) of your dreams?
Indeed, it is not only possible, but also highly probable that when the marriage and romance corners
of your home or apartment are properly activated and suitably aligned your chances for romantic
happiness will be greatly improved!
And at the same time you must also realize that right now you could be staying in a room where
certain aspects of the furniture arrangement or layout may actually be hurting your marriage and
romance feng shui… spoiling existing and even potential romantic alignments and creating havoc
in your love life!
There are several things you can do to activate your romance feng shui including identifying the
romance area of your home according to the 8 Aspirations Pa Kua and using your Kua number to
your best advantage.
But you must also be aware of several feng shui taboos and correct them if you want to have a
better social life and activate your sheng chi making it easier for you to meet a potential mate.

Activating The Universal Marriage Corner
It is the southwest corner of your home that should be activated to attract good marriage and
romance feng shui based on the 8 Life Aspirations formula.
First you must locate the southwest corner by using a compass to identify this location. Take your
direction standing in the center of the house – we do it this way since we are dealing with location
rather than direction and taking one’s directions from the center is deemed to be more accurate.
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Now you must be sure there are no toilets, bathrooms, garages, kitchens or storerooms located here.
The worst of all is when a toilet is located here since all the marriage opportunities and happiness
simply get flushed down the toilet. Families sometimes inadvertently ignore this rule of feng shui, and
the sons and daughters of the family have difficulty getting married or staying married! If you
discover there is a toilet located in this corner of your home and you are having relationship or other
social problems you are advised to stop using this toilet all together… or relocate the toilet elsewhere!
Now you can activate this corner to attract excellent marriage and romance feng shui but if you do
have a toilet or kitchen in this area it is first best to relocate such unsuitable rooms. If, for example, you
put flowers here to activate and attract romance and the toilet is still there you may attract very
unsuitable partners!
You must first open up the marriage/romance corner before activating it and the best way to do this
is with natural quartz crystals since this is an earth sector. Place the crystals on a table with a marble
or stone top or hang a painting, which shows mountains and nice scenery symbolizing earth. Keep
this corner well lit always since according to the 5-element theory fire produces earth. You can use
other fire symbols as well like a red lampshade or lantern in the corner, red flowers or glitter lamps all
work well.

Your Personal Romance/Marriage Direction or Corner
Now your personal marriage corner or romance direction is based on your Kua number, which is
determined by your gender and according to your date of birth. If you do not know your personal kua
number then just go to www.wofs.com where you will find the “kua calculator” that has been
programmed to deliver your kua number to you instantly once you enter the appropriate information.
Do this now if you don’t know your kua number.
This personal marriage/romance corner is known in feng shui terms as your Nien Yen corner. Loosely
translated “nien yen” means longevity with rich decendants.This is the corner and the direction, which
affects everything to do with your love life and family happiness.When this corner is properly oriented
and is activated it makes for harmonious family relationships, bringing marriage opportunities to those
who are single, brings children to those who are childless and generally improves relationships
between husband and wife, and between members of the household.
Check your personal marriage
corner, your Nien Yen direction
from the table to the right:

USING YOUR LOVE DIRECTION

If you face your love direction
when you meet somebody, you are
instantly at an advantage. If you go
out on a first date with someone you
like, chances of it developing into a
romance becomes much higher. If
you are married and wanting to tap
the love direction, it is an extremely
good idea to sleep with your head
pointed to your love direction. For
those of you who are having a hard
time conceiving a child, sleeping
with the head pointed to the man’s
love direction (which is also the
family direction) is a good way of
generating the luck of descendants,
of having children, and of being able
to conceive.
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Kua 1
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For Kua 5, it becomes
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North

Again, once you know your nien yen or personal love direction try to make sure that neither the
toilet nor the kitchen or storeroom is located here. These just press down on your marriage luck. And
make sure you don’t place things like brooms and mops in this corner either.

Activating For Love and Romance
There are universally accepted symbols for love that can be placed in the southwest and your
personal love direction to attract love into your life.
Mandarin Ducks: Be sure you have a pair or even a whole family and not just one duck! These are
the Chinese symbol for marital bliss and are often representative of young love. Get a bejeweled pair
of ducks or a finely carved pair of wooden ducks and place them on a table or even on a square
sheet of mirror to simulate water.
Love Birds: These are great and may be substituted for Mandarin ducks – or use a picture of lovebirds
or birds made of glass or carved versions. It is not advised to keep real birds in cages as this represents
lack of freedom and does not bring good luck.
The Double Happiness Sign: This is the symbol of happy occasions – what the
Chinese refer to as hei see. Look for a large version of this sign from a Chinese
card or calligraphy shop and be sure it’s in red.This signifies marriage and should
be effective for singles that can’t seem to meet the person of their dreams.
Valentines and Cupid: These and other symbols of love and romance are also
excellent activators… go ahead and use your imagination. Use heart designs
any way you can… in picture frames, a heart shaped jewelry box… things
like this.
Roses signify the universal expression of love and are great for the nien yen corner. You don’t have
to use real roses either… lovely silk ones will do just as well and they never fade. However, if you do use
real flowers then be sure to throw them out the minute they begin
to fade, as this is a source of shar chi or killing chi, which is
very inauspicious. Be sure to remove any thorns from the
roses as well. Chinese also like to use peonies to
symbolize marriage so if you can find any pictures or
screens or porcelain with the peony image this is also
good for this corner.

Bedroom Taboos
If things aren’t going right between you and your
partner and when love seems to have faded suddenly,
especially after moving into a new apartment or flat then it’s a good idea to check to see whether
both of you are being affected by bad feng shui or killing chi. These are what I refer to as “bedroom
taboos” and they are fairly easy to rectify.
MIRRORS: Mirrors facing the bed are very harmful to a marriage – whether facing you directly or on
the sidewalls; my advice is to get rid of them immediately. Mirrors in the bedroom in feng shui are
supposed to cause friction between the couple because of the appearance of a third party…
meaning either the husband or the wife could find someone else.

OPEN BOOKSHELVES directly facing the bed create shar chi or killing chi… poison arrows aimed
directly at the couple. One or the other will often get migraines or become ill. Open shelves should
be closed up with a door, or if that is too expensive put something in front like an artificial creeper
plant to deflect the knife-like edges of the shelves.You should also observe this rule in your office and
other rooms in your home.
WALLPAPER with sharp, pointed design or stars will create inauspicious chi so it is best to avoid designs
like this when choosing your wallpaper.
PAINTINGS in the bedroom should be happy and symbolize auspicious occasions. Sunrise scenes are
better than sunsets; flowers are better than animals (do not have pictures of fierce animals) and avoid
abstract art that shows distorted views of people and structures. These cause really nasty vibes and
will affect the couple’s well being.
TELEVISION is discouraged, as are computers and workout and gym equipment. TV screens and
computer monitors are mirrors; unless you can close up the television in a large cabinet when you are
going to sleep it is better not to have one. As for the computer and gym equipment remember that
this is a place of love and rest – not your office or the gym.

There You Have It!
You now know that the universal corner for love and romance in any home is southwest and that you
must check the area first for toilets etc., then open it up and activate it with the tools we discussed
above.You also have a personal love direction based on your kua number and it is very important
to activate this direction as well with the symbols I have described. Finally it’s necessary in all cases
before doing any activation to check for bedroom taboos like poison arrows resulting from open
shelving and taking care of mirrors in the room. There is so much more you can learn about feng shui
and your love life but this should give you a good start!

